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Fig 1. Finished Cylinder

The purpose of this tutorial is to familiarize CAD students with the basics of 
CATIA V5 Part Design workbench. After completing this tutorial, students will 
be able to create and properly constrain sketches on planes, and use the solid 
modeling pad, hole, and pocket functions. This tutorial will also provide a general 
overview of navigation within CATIA, as well as basic model manipulation.
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Cylinder Block Dimensions
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1.   To begin, open a new part by going to the drop-down menu under Start/Mechanical Design/Part Design.
Fig 2. Part Design Workbench

2

2.  If prompted, name this new part ‘Cylinder’. 

Naming Part and Assembly components on the Product 
tree is good modeling practice, and allows others to 
understand what you are trying to convey via CAD.

Fig 3. New Part Window
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3.  This is the standard Part Design Workbench layout. Highlighted are the basics:
 Product Tree - Used to organize features of the part
 Part Orientation Widget - Shows relative orientation of part
 Sketcher - Opens sketcher viewport upon selection of sketch plane
 Sketch-Based Features - Additive and Subtractive solid modeling features
 Viewing Options - Fit part to window, Pan and Zoom, Rendering, and hide/show options

Fig 4. Part Design Workbench Viewport
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4.  Select the Sketcher icon to start a new 
sketch. Selected icons will turn orange.

5.  Next. select the xy plane from the part tree, this will 
determine what plane our sketch is oriented on. 

After this step is completed, the sketcher viewport will open.

Fig 5. Sketcher Icon

Fig 6. xy plane select

Fig 7. Sketcher Viewport
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6.  Select the Rectangle tool from the Sketch Profile Features sidebar. 
The selected icon will be orange, indicating further instructions are needed.

7.  Place the starting point of the rectangle at the origin (0,0) and click once.
Drag the cursor away from the origin and toward the top-right corner of the screen, as shown.
Click again to create the rectangle sketch.

Fig 8. Rectangle

Fig 9. Select Origin for start 

Fig 10. Select end point
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8.  Now that we have created our sketch profile, we 
must constrain it to the correct dimensions.
Select the constraint icon on the sidebar in the viewport.

9. Select the left vertical side of the rectangle. A constraint will appear, 
drag the constraint away from the rectangle for visibility.

Fig 11. Constraint Icon

Fig 12. Select side

Fig 13. Create Constraint
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Fig 14. Edit Constraint

Fig 15. Constraint Definition

10. Double click the measurement number on the constraint to edit it.

11. When the constraint definition window opens, change the value to 150mm
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Fig 16. Completed Constraint

Fig 17. Exit Sketcher

Fig 18. Completed Sketch

12. Repeat the steps to create another constraint on the top of the rectangle. 
Set a value of 165 mm for the second constraint.

13. The sketch should be fully green. An all-green sketch means it is properly 
constrained. If any part of the sketch is purple it is over-constrained, and 
must be fixed. White elements on a sketch are non-constrained.

Select the exit sketcher icon once your sketch is fully 
constrained to go back to the part design viewport.

*CATIA TIPS* - To rotate around your part in the 
viewport, hold down the middle and left mouse buttons.

To move your part around in the viewport, 
hold down the middle mouse button.

Help! My part is dark grey and the product tree 
moves instead of my part! The product tree is 
currently selected, click any of the white lines in the 
product tree to deselect and go back to your part.
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14. To create solid geometry from our sketch, select the Pad button on the sidebar.
Once it is selected, click on the sketch, and a pad definition window will appear.

15. Enter 250mm as the length, and use the ‘Reverse Direction’ button 
if needed to make the pad extend downward from the sketch.

Fig 19. Pad Definition

Fig 20. Pad Definition

Fig 21. Completed Pad
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16. The next feature we will be using is the ‘hole’ feature. Select the hole feature 
on the sidebar, and then select the top face of the rectangular pad feature.

17. In the hole definition window, change the type of hole from ‘blind’ to ‘up to next’.
Change the diameter of the hole to 120mm.

You may notice that the hole is not centered on your part. 
We must specify where the hole location is.

18. Select the ‘Positioning Sketch’ option to open up the sketcher viewport.

Fig 22. Hole Select

Fig 23. Hole Definition
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19. Similar to how we constrained things earlier, we must constrain the location of the hole center. 
Click the constraint icon and create a constraint from the bottom edge of the rectangle to the hole center.

Adjust the value of this constraint to 75mm.

20. Create a second constraint  from the right edge of the rectangle to fully constrain the hole center. 
Set the value of this constraint to 82.5 mm. Once the hole center is fully constrained, exit the sketcher.

Click OK in the Hole Definition window to create the hole feature.

Fig 24. First Constraint

Fig 25. Second Constraint
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21. The next feature we are using is the Pocket feature.  The pocket feature works as an inverse of 
the pad feature. To define where our pocket will remove material, we must draw another sketch.

Select the sketcher icon, and select the front-right face of the rectangle.

Fig 26. Sketch Face
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22. Create a rectangle sketch, and constrain it as shown below.

Fig 27. Sketch constraints
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23. To line up the bottom edge of our sketch with the bottom surface 
of our part, we need to create a ‘coincidence’ constraint.

Select the constraint icon, and select the bottom edge of the rectangle. Next, select the bottom edge 
of the solid part, and right click. The menu shown below will appear, select the Coincidence option.

24. Once properly constrained, the rectangle will be all green, and this 
coincidence icon will show on the bottom edge of the sketch.

Exit the sketcher to go back to the part design viewport.

Fig 28. Right-Click menu

Fig 29. Coincidence icon

Fig 30. Finished Sketch
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25. Select the pocket icon from the sidebar, then select the newly 
created sketch. A pocket definition window will appear.

26. Change the type to “Up to last” and click OK.

Fig 31. Pocket Definition

Fig 32. Completed Pocket
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28. To complete the last feature of the cylinder block, 
we will create a pocket on the opposite face.
Create a sketch on the other front face of the cylinder block.

29. Use the circle tool to create the 
sketch as shown, and then create the 
constraints shown in the image.

After completing and constraining 
the sketch, exit the sketcher to 
the part design viewport.

Fig 33. Sketch Face

Fig 34. Circle Sketch
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30. Select the Pocket feature from the side bar, and then select the newly created sketch.

31. Change the type to “Up to last” and click OK.

Fig 35. Pocket Function

You have successfully 
completed the 

Engine Cylinder solid 
modeling tutorial!
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Fig 1. Finished Engine assembly

The purpose of this tutorial is to familiarize CAD students with the basics of CATIA’s 
Assembly Design workbench. After completing this tutorial, students will be able to add 
parts to an assembly, manipulate individual parts within the assembly, and use effective 
constraining techniques to organize parts within the assembly. The specific functions 
in CATIA used are: Insert Existing Component, Fix Constraint, Coincidence Constraint, 
Contact Constraint, Offset Constraint, Update, and manipulation of the axis system.
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1.   To begin, open a new product by going to the drop-down menu under Mechanical Design/
Assembly Design. If prompted, name this new assembly ‘Engine’. If not prompted, right click 
in the tree on ‘Product 1’ and select properties. Under the tab labeled ‘Product’, rename the 
Part Number to ‘Engine’. Naming Part and Assembly components on the Product tree is good 
modeling practice, and allows others to understand what you are trying to convey via CAD.

Fig 2. Assembly Design Workbench

2
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2.   On the side menus, find the icon to import an Existing Component. 
Make sure that ‘Engine’ is selected in the tree when you click 
on this icon, as this provides where your existing component 
is being imported to. In the Engine file directory, locate the 
part ‘Cylinder Block.CATpart’, This will be found on shay under 
Education and Books/CATIA Training/Engine/Assembly. Once 
imported, your view should appear identical to the image below.

Fig 3. Existing Component Icon

Fig 4. Imported Cylinder Block

3
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Fig 5. Fix Constraint

Fig 6. Imported Piston

3.   Find the icon on the Constraints toolbar for the fix constraint as 
shown in Fig. 5. After selecting this constraint the icon should 
turn orange, indicating that it is active. Select the cylinder block to 
apply a fix constraint to it, and a green anchor icon should appear 
on the block, indicating that a fix constraint has been applied.

4.   Repeat step 2 to import another part into the assembly, 
this time import the part ‘Piston.CATpart’. The part is 
imported into the assembly as shown in Fig. 6.
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5.   Find the icon on the Constraints toolbar for the coincidence 
constraint as shown in Fig. 7. This command places two 
components coincidental to each other. For the piston, we want 
to constrain it’s axis to that of the cylinder block. To do this, 
first select the coincidence constraint from the toolbar, and 
hover over the piston until a dotted axis line appears. Once 
this appears, click and the selected axis will turn orange.

6.   Repeat step 5 for the cylinder block, and hover over the 
part until the axis of the center cylindrical hole is selected. 
Click to select this for the 2nd part of the constraint.

Fig 7. Coincidence Constraint

Fig 8. Selecting the first axis Fig 9. Selecting the second axis
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7.   Once the constraint has been set, the assembly still looks the 
same. To put the constraint into effect, find the icon as shown 
in Fig. 10 to update the assembly. Once this is selected, the 
assembly updates to align the axis of the two cylinders.

8.   While the axis are aligned, many times parts are still not in the correct 
orientation or are now in the way of other parts of the assembly. To 
manipulate parts within the assembly, right click on the axis in the 
uppermost right corner of your window, and select ‘Snap Automatically 
to Selected Object”. Once this is selected, click on the cylinder and 
the axis controls move to that part. Click the bars on the axis to 
manipulate the object and move it as necessary. If you have moved it 
out of the constraint, click update again to realign your assembly.

Fig 10. The 

Update Icon

Fig 11. Snap Automatically to Selected Object
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9.   Import the part ‘Connecting Rod.CATpart’. 
Use the axis to orient it so it does not 
clash with the existing components.

10.  Use the coincidence constraint to constrain the 
axis of the smaller end of the Connecting rod to 
the cylinders located on the inside of the cylinder 
block. Rotate the view as necessary to easily 
select this components.  

   Hint: Shortcut for revolving your view is 
to hold the middle mouse button while 
simultaneously pressing the right mouse 
button, then dragging it around your view

Fig 12. Imported Connecting Rod

Fig 13. Selected Axis for Constraints
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11.   Locate the Contact Constraint icon on the 
Constraints toolbar. This constraint makes 
two components share a contact plane.

12.  Use the contact constraint to orient the 
connecting rod within the piston. Select a face 
(make sure the face is selected, not just the 
edge of the face) on the inside of the piston and 
click. Select a face on the smaller cylindrical 
end of the connecting rod and click again. Click 
update to check the orientation of the parts. 
Don’t worry about clash between parts yet, 
as constraints in the next steps will fix that.

Fig 14. Contact Constraint Icon

Fig 15. Selected Face for Constraint Fig 16. Selected Face for Constraint
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13.    Import the part ‘Crankshaft.CATpart’ 
        into the assembly 

14.  Use the coincidence constraint to position 
the crankshaft correctly into the assembly. 
First select the main axis of the crankshaft 
(make sure to select the end axis, rather 
than the one on the upper notch). Then 
select the axis for the cylindrical pocket 
at the bottom of the cylinder block.

Don’t forget that you can select any component and 
manipulate it within the assembly by selecting it. 
For the following steps it is easier if you position 
the components relatively close to where you’d like 
them to end up before you add the constraints. This 
simplifies the process and provides you with the 
results  you were expecting, rather than positions 
that while still constrained correctly, are opposite 
the orientation which you want them to be.Fig 17. Selected Axis for Constraint

Fig 18. Selected Axis for Constraint
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15.   Position the crankshaft as shown in this 
picture, and use the contact constraint to 
align it in place with the connecting rod. 

16.  Select the face shown in the image for the 
first part of the constraint. Then select the 
opposite facing side of the connecting rod 
(make sure to select the flat cylindrical 
surface) to complete the constraint. 

This constraint completes the assembly, however 
to test the constraints and see the functionality of 
this assembly, we will add one more constraint.

Fig 19. Selected Face for Constraint

Fig 20. Selected Face for Constraint
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17.   Locate the Offset Constraint in the 
Constraints toolbar. This constraint sets a 
specific distance and orientation (same or 
opposite) between two faces. Select this 
constraint so that the icon turns orange.

18.  Select the top face of the piston as the first face 
for the constraint. Then select the top face of 
the cylinder block. Make sure the orientation is 
set to same, and accept the default dimensions 
to create this constraint. Click update to update 
the assembly with all constraints in place.

Fig 21. Offset Constraint Icon

Fig 22. Selected Face for Constraint Fig 23. Selected Face for Constraint
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19.   Constraints can be edited after their creation 
by double clicking on them. Open the 
constraints section on the tree, and select 
the recently created offset constraint.

20.  Change the offset measurement to 
simulate movement of the assembly. Try 
out -25mm, -50mm, and -100mm, clicking 
OK and then update after each iteration 
to observe the movement in the assembly. 
All components should update position 
as well as the piston as it moves.

Fig 24. Editing the Offset Constraint


